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Onapsis Security Platform 

Onapsis Security Platform is a business-critical application security solution for 
SAP environments. It provides a context-aware, secure and cloud-ready platform 
to integrate vulnerability and compliance controls, real-time detection and 
response, as well as advanced threat protection functionality into existing risk and 
incident management infrastructures. 
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1 Introduction 

Onapsis is a privately held cyber-security company headquartered in Boston, MA, USA. Founded in 2009, 

the company has been focusing on providing solutions for securing business-critical enterprise 

applications. In just a few years, Onapsis has established itself as one of the leading experts in the area 

of SAP cyber-security. With a dedicated team of security experts, the Onapsis Research Labs work 

closely with SAP to provide up-to-date intelligence on vulnerabilities and other threats specific to SAP 

systems. With offices in Munich, Lyon, London and Buenos Aires, Onapsis has a strong global market 

presence, serving over 160 large enterprises from verticals including manufacturing, energy and retail. 

The company also has a large partner network that includes leading consulting and audit firms and 

technology vendors. Extensive integration capabilities through a set of open APIs, as well as 

endorsement by the largest consulting agencies has made Onapsis Security Platform the most widely 

used SAP-specific security solution in the market. 

It is impossible to overestimate the importance of SAP system security for modern enterprises. SAP 

solutions are widely used in all industries to store sensitive information and run critical business 

processes: from Enterprise Resource Planning and Human Resources systems to Business Intelligence to 

Customer Relationship and Supply Chain Management. Constant availability and protection of SAP 

systems is critical for over 250,000 enterprises around the world, as is their continued visibility and 

auditability to ensure compliance. Regular (ideally, continuous) inventory, assessment and auditing of 

SAP systems is therefore both a critical security and compliance requirement to ensure that potential 

problems are discovered before they are exploited by attackers or punished with a hefty fine from 

auditors. 

Unfortunately, although most companies focus on addressing business logic security with GRC solutions, 

securing SAP application platform and network infrastructures is often left to existing general security 

tools like firewalls and antiviruses. However, such tools are incapable of identifying application-specific 

vulnerabilities, misconfigurations or abnormal behavior patterns, because they lack relevant context 

information about SAP systems. Only a specialized solution that can correlate such information with the 

latest vulnerability intelligence is able to detect these problems and to assign a meaningful risk score to 

each of them. 

However, even if a particular vulnerability has already been discovered, it may take up to 18 months for 

SAP to develop a patch and for an organization to deploy it on a running SAP system. This leaves a large 

window of opportunity for hackers to exploit the vulnerability and compromise sensitive data or disrupt 

critical business processes. Detecting zero-day vulnerabilities and protecting unpatched systems from 

exploits is therefore a must. 

The Onapsis Security Platform is an example of an integrated approach to address all of these 

challenges. The platform provides a unified foundation for a set of solutions for Vulnerability and 

Compliance, Detection and Response, and Advanced Threat Protection for SAP systems. Quick 

deployment, rich integration capabilities with existing security infrastructures and flexible subscription-

based pricing backed by a large network of partners and expertise of the company’s own research team 

make Onapsis the leading contender in the SAP security solution market. 
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2 Product Description 

Onapsis Security Platform is an integrated cyber-security solution for business-critical applications in 

SAP environments. Combining context-aware insight into various platforms (ABAP, J2EE, HANA, Mobile 

and BusinessObjects) with the latest security intelligence from the company’s own research lab and 

integrating with existing network security and incident management systems, it provides a unified 

platform for continuous real-time monitoring of SAP systems, early discovery and remediation of 

security and compliance problems, detection and response to hacking attacks and malicious insider 

activities, as well as protection from zero-day vulnerabilities and other advanced threats. 

The Onapsis Security Platform is the common foundation for a range of solutions that Onapsis is 

providing to address various aspects of enterprise application security. These solutions are offered on a 

subscription basis and can be deployed individually or as a completely integrated suite. In the latter 

case, individual components are able to complement each other by sharing additional context 

information, which improves ranking of incidents by risk score and provides better analytics and 

remediation capabilities. 

Regardless of the chosen license, the solution is deployed as a preconfigured virtual appliance hosting 

the central console and a number of network sensors installed close to the target SAP systems. Most 

customers run them on premise for security reasons; however, cloud deployments are supported as 

well. 

An important aspect worth noting is openness and extensibility of the platform. By leveraging a number 

of open APIs, it integrates with existing network security tools like firewalls or intrusion detection 

systems, as well as governance and SIEM solutions. The platform itself is constantly being enhanced, 

with support for other enterprise application platforms (such as Oracle) on the roadmap. 

Currently, Onapsis offers the following modules built on top of their Security Platform: 

Onapsis Vulnerability and Compliance 

The Vulnerability and Compliance solution provides comprehensive insight into existing SAP 

infrastructures to identify all their components and connections between them and thus to facilitate 

vulnerability management and to identify possible security and compliance violations before they lead 

to a breach or a fine from auditors. 

By providing graphical maps of SAP infrastructures and by offering comprehensive asset categorization 

through dynamic tagging, the solution can greatly simplify management of large infrastructures with 

many geographical or business units, asset owners, etc. Automated auditing and risk assessments can 

then be performed continuously, on a schedule or manually when needed.  

By correlating discovered vulnerabilities, misconfigurations and compliance violations with business 

context, the solution can provide not just a flat list of problems, but a detailed mitigation plan prioritized 

by Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores and business impact with concrete actionable 

remediation information. A number of predefined compliance audit plans for major regulations like PCI, 

SOX or NERC is available. Naturally, customers can define their own policies as well and apply them to 

different parts of their infrastructures via dynamic tags. 
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Onapsis Detection and Response 

The Detection and Response solution provides real-time visibility into malicious activities on SAP 

infrastructures and applications, including external threats, malware attacks and zero-day exploits. 

Additionally, it provides detection of abnormal user behavior, which usually indicates either a hacked 

account or a malicious insider.  

By combining the largest known SAP attack database with the ability to learn normal behavior patterns 

of internal SAP users, privileged accounts, as well as external contractors and other third parties, the 

solution ensures detection of most security threats close to real-time. When additional business context 

and critical asset information is available from the Vulnerability and Compliance module, detected 

security incidents are automatically prioritized by risk score and enriched with additional actionable 

information. Different kinds of alerts can be triggered based on risk score or various business attributes 

of affected systems. If a system is known to be immune to a particular attack, it is even possible to 

suppress unnecessary alerts completely. 

The system also detects and alerts on changes in SAP infrastructures that are not malicious per se, but 

may make organizations vulnerable for future attacks. 

Integration with existing network security tools and the ability to log SAP activities without enabling 

SAP’s own logging mechanisms ensure high performance and low resource utilization. 

Advanced Threat Protection 

By subscribing to the Advanced Threat Protection service, customers get access to the most recent 

findings of the Onapsis Research Labs regarding discovered, but unpublished, vulnerabilities. Thus, their 

systems can be automatically protected from zero-day vulnerability exploits, closing the usual months-

long gap between the time a vulnerability is discovered and the time a patch is deployed. According to 

the company’s estimates, this window can be as long as 18 months. 

It’s worth emphasizing that Onapsis Security Platform does not provide any automated remediation 

mechanisms of its own for protecting SAP systems against active attacks. This is by design, since 

introducing automated changes into business-critical systems is extremely risky on its own and violates 

nearly every organization’s change management guidelines. However, rich alerting functionality, 

integration with major SIEM solutions and a possibility to trigger an action in the existing network 

security infrastructure (for example, to block the source IP address of an incoming attack) still ensure 

that the Onapsis Security Platform users can significantly improve visibility and reduce response times to 

all kinds of threats to their enterprise application infrastructures. 
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3 Strengths and Challenges 

With the Onapsis Security Platform, the company provides a unified enterprise application security 

solution for SAP environments backed by an extensive partner network. With comprehensive coverage 

for all major aspects of SAP security (with the possible exception of source code analysis), easy 

deployment as a virtual appliance and rich integration capabilities, and a promising roadmap for 

supporting other enterprise application platforms, Onapsis can be rightfully considered the first choice 

for any company looking for a solution to secure their business-critical applications. 

Strengths Challenges 

● Unified platform – distributed, multi-tenant, 
cloud-ready 

● Own research lab provides up-to-date SAP 
security intelligence 

● Open APIs for integrating with existing 
security and GRC solutions 

● Comprehensive SAP infrastructure discovery 
with graphical maps and rich categorization 
capabilities (dynamic tagging) 

● Automated identification of vulnerabilities, 
misconfiguration and compliance violations on 
continuous, scheduled or on-demand basis 

● Predefined reports for key compliance 
guidelines with actionable remediation 
information and mitigation planning included 

● Real-time detection of malware, exploits, 
abnormal user behavior, SoD violations, zero-
day vulnerabilities 

● Business context improves incident ranking, 
provides actionable information 

● Does not include source code analysis 
functionality 

● Does not provide automated remediation (by 
design, too risky for business-critical systems) 
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KuppingerCole supports IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and in 

relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst company, KuppingerCole provides first-hand 

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions 

essential to your business. 

 

 

KuppingerCole, founded in 2004, is a leading Europe-based analyst company for identity focused 

information security, both in classical and in cloud environments. KuppingerCole stands for expertise, 

thought leadership, and a vendor-neutral view on these information security market segments, covering 

all relevant aspects like Identity and Access Management (IAM), Governance, Risk Management and 

Compliance (GRC), IT Risk Management, Authentication and Authorization, Single Sign-On, Federation, 

User Centric Identity Management, eID cards, Cloud Security and Management, and Virtualization. 
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